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1. ABSTRACT 

The single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) bacteriophages of Leviviraidae family are among 

the simplest known viruses with smallest genomes and high mutation rates which infect 

various gram-negative bacteria. For a long time, the number of discovered ssRNA phages 

was very low, but recent metagenomic studies have uncovered a huge variety of diverse 

ssRNA phages with genomes remarkably different from those known before. Due to their 

simplicity and robustness, virus-like particles (VLPs) derived from the coat proteins (CPs) 

of (ssRNA) bacteriophages have found various applications as tools in molecular biology 

and related fields. However, only a few different ssRNA phage derived VLP types have been 

available so far, resulting in certain limitations in development and adaptations of VLP 

technology. VLPs have many applications, for example they can be used as efficient carriers 

of various antigens with immunological epitopes or as nanocontainers with tissue-targeted 

“addresses” and therefore serve as attractive tools in vaccine development or in targeted 

bioimaging and drug delivery. Although VLPs of many different viruses can be used, VLPs 

of ssRNA phages have certain advantages due to their simplicity, efficient production levels 

in bacterial and yeast expression systems, RNA – binding properties, low production cost 

and easy and fast purification. Until now, the range of available ssRNA phage VLPs was 

rather narrow, somewhat limiting their potentials applications. Therefore, there was a need 

to find new members of ssRNA phage VLPs. 

More than 150 hypothetical ssRNA phage CP sequences were sourced from 

metagenomic sequence data. We selected 110 CP-encoding sequences and produced the 

respective proteins in bacteria which in 80 cases resulted in formation of VLPs. Most CPs 

were soluble when produced at 37 °C, but in some cases soluble CPs could be formed only 

at lower temperatures. Almost all the soluble CP assembled into VLPs. According to electron 

microscopy, morphology of obtained particles was like that of the previously studied phages, 

although a few deviations such as elongated or smaller particles were noted in certain cases. 

Additionally, stabilizing inter-subunit disulfide bonds and capsid-bound metal ions were 

detected in several VLPs. Compared to the few previously characterized types of ssRNA 

phage VLPs, several dozens of new particles representing ten distinct similarity groups were 

identified with a notable potential for biotechnological applications. During the structural 

investigations of novel VLPs we also found several previously unseen features such as novel 

secondary structure elements and bound cellular dsRNA fragments. 

In order to evaluate suitability of obtained VLPs as tools for vaccine development, a 

model peptide was attached to the N- and C-termini of selected CPs. As a model peptide, we 

used a triple repeat of 23 N-terminal residues of the ectodomain of the influenza M2 protein, 

exploited previously in the development of the flu vaccine. During examination of 43 novel 

phage CPs for their ability to form chimeric VLPs, we found ten new promising candidates 

for further vaccine design, five of which were tolerant to insertions at both the N- and C-

termini. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that most of the chimeric VLPs have proper 

antigenic features as judged from their reactivity with anti-M2 antibodies. 

We believe that the novel VLPs described in this thesis will provide the foundation for 

future development of new vaccines and other applications based on ssRNA bacteriophage 

VLPs. 
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2. KOPSAVILKUMS 

Vienpavediena RNS (ssRNS) bakteriofāgi no Leviviraidae dzimtas ir vienkāršākie no 

zināmajiem vīrusiem ar īsu genomu, kurā novērots augsts mutāciju līmenis. Atklāto ssRNS 

fāgu skaits joprojām ir ļoti mazs, taču nesenie metagenomiskie pētījumi ir atklājuši milzīgu 

dažādu ssRNS fāgu sekvenču daudzumu, un to genomi ievērojami atšķiras no iepriekš 

zināmajiem. Vīrusveidīgās daļiņas (VLP), kas iegūtas no ssRNS bakteriofāga apvalka 

proteīna (CP), ir bijušas nozīmīgas un veiksmīgas pretendentes biotehnoloģijas jomā to 

vienkāršības un izturības dēļ. Tomēr ir pieejami tikai nedaudzi no ssRNS fāgiem atvasināti 

VLP veidi, kas uzliek noteiktus ierobežojumus šīs tehnoloģijas attīstītībai. VLP var izmantot 

kā efektīvus dažādu antigēnu vai “adrešu” nesējus, un tāpēc tie ir pievilcīgi instrumenti 

vakcīnu izstrādē. Šo daļiņu pielietojums ir plašs arī citās molekulārās bioloģijas jomās: 

mērķtiecīga bio-attēlveidošana dzīvos organismos, zāļu piegādes līdzekļi, peptīdu displeju 

sistēmas u.c. Pašlaik ir pieejams plašs dažādu vīrusu izcelsmes VLP klāsts, tomēr no ssRNS 

fāgu CP iegūtajām VLP ir būtiskas priekšrocības to unikālo īpašību dēļ. ssRNS fāgu VLP ir 

raksturīga efektīva proteīnu sintēze baktēriju un raugu ekspresijas sistēmās, zemas ražošanas 

izmaksas, kā arī viegla un ātra attīrīšanas metodoloģija. Pašlaik no ssRNS fāgu CP iegūto 

VLP klāsts ir ierobežots, tāpēc pētījumi šajā jomā ir aktuāli. 

No metagenomu datu bāzēm tika iegūtas vairāk nekā 150 hipotētisko ssRNS fāgu CP 

sekvences. Turpmākajiem pētījumiem tika atlasītas 110 CP kodējošas sekvences un 

ekspresētas E.coli sistēmā. Gandrīz visu atlasīto gēnu ekspresija rezultējās šķīstošos 

proteīnos. Tika novērota sakarība, ka daļai CP, kuru sekvences iegūtas no vidēm, kur parasti 

ir zemāka temperatūra, funkcionālu proteīnu sintēze arī notika pazeminātā temperatūrā - +15 

°C. Lielākā daļa šķīstošo CP veidoja VLP. Iegūto daļiņu morfoloģija elektronu mikroskopijā 

bija līdzīga iepriekš pētīto fāgu morfoloģijai, lai gan dažos gadījumos tika novērotas 

novirzes, piemēram, iegarenas vai mazākas daļiņas. Tika izveidota VLP kolekcija, kas sastāv 

no 80 jaunām VLP. Turklāt, vairākās VLP tika atklātas subvienības stabilizējošas disulfīdu 

saites un metāla jonu stabilizējošas struktūras. Salīdzinot ar dažiem iepriekš izmantotajiem 

ssRNS fāgu VLP veidiem, tagad ir pieejamas desmit jaunas CP grupas, ar ievērojamu 

potenciālu biotehnoloģiskos pielietojumos. 

Sekojošajā šo CP un jauno VLP pētījumā tika pārbaudīta 43 dažādu vīrussveidīgo 

daļiņu toleranci ģenētiskām modifikācijām. Apvalka proteīni tika modificēti gan N-, gan C- 

terminālajās daļās, kur tika ievietots modeļpeptīds M2ex3, kas ir atvasināts no trīs apakštipu 

A tipa gripas jonu kanāla ārējā domēna. Pētījuma rezultātā tika atrasti desmit jauni 

daudzsološi kandidāti turpmākai vakcīnu izstrādei, no kuriem pieci bija toleranti pret 

ģenētisko modifikāciju gan N-, gan C-galos. Turklāt tika pierādīts, ka lielākajai daļai himēro 

VLP ir atbilstošas antigēnās īpašības, kuras izvērtētas pēc saistības ar anti-M2 antivielām. 

Šajā darbā aprakstītās jaunās VLP paplašinās biotehnoloģisko līdzekļu klāstu vakcīnu 

platformu attīstībai, piegādes sistēmām un strukturāliem pētījumiem. 
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4. INTRODUCTION 

The history of vaccines began three centuries ago with the first smallpox vaccine 

developed by Edward Jenner (Plotkin 2014). Vaccination is still recognized as the most 

effective way to fight and control infectious diseases caused by viruses. Most currently 

available vaccines are based on inactivated or attenuated pathogens. Despite the efficacy of 

these vaccines, there is a risk that inactivated or attenuated pathogens can regain virulence 

and cause true disease (Kushnir et al. 2012). Along with the development of molecular 

biology techniques, vaccines based on virus-like particles (VLPs) have emerged. VLPs are 

nanostructures that can self-assemble from individual coat proteins (CPs) of a virus. VLPs 

are structurally similar to the respective viruses but lack the genetic material needed for 

replication (Jennings and Bachmann 2008). VLPs can be easily produced in a variety of 

expression systems, including insect and mammalian cells, yeasts and bacteria. Additionally, 

VLPs are characterized by their ability to form high symmetry structures which can be 

rationally modified, providing the particles with desired functionality. 

In vaccine development, the immune response against the carrier must be considered, 

and the narrow range of available CPs limits the number of potential vaccines that could be 

produced. Therefore, the discovery and characterization of novel ssRNA phage CPs and 

VLPs are of considerable interest for continued development in the area. 

Recent metagenomic sequencing analyses have revealed the sequences of more than 

150 new hypothetical ssRNA bacteriophages (Krishnamurthy et al. 2016) whose encoded 

envelope proteins can enrich the range of VLP-forming proteins. 

The aim of study was to characterize novel VLPs derived from uncultured ssRNA 

bacteriophage CPs. 

The tasks of the study: 

1. Production of 120 new ssRNA phage CPs in E.coli and examination of the 

properties of obtained proteins - solubility, particle formation, and stability. 

2. VLP purification for general characterization - including high resolution 

structural studies 

3. Assessment of the tolerance of the most promising phage CPs to genetic fusions 

at the N- and C-termini using the model peptide M2e.  
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5. LITERATURE REVIEW  

5.1.  ssRNA bacteriophages and their host diversity 

Bacteriophages are tiny parasites that infect bacteria and archaea and form a major part 

of the vast viral world. Phages are found everywhere bacteria can thrive. They are found in 

huge numbers and are therefore considered to be the largest global reservoir of genetic 

diversity. Although most known bacteriophages have dsDNA genomes, there are other types 

of genomes found as well. Among them, ssRNA bacteriophages have several unique 

properties: 1) the genetic material is in the form of single-stranded positive sense RNA; 2) 

along with dsRNA phages belonging to family Cystoviridae they are the few representatives 

of Riboviria realm, infecting bacteria; 3) they are pili specific (Zinder 1980). 

While the second half of the twentieth century is often called the "golden age" of virus 

discovery, the history of RNA bacteriophages dates back to the 1960s. Especially, Norton 

D. Zinder is considered the "father" of RNA phages, detection of RNA phages was accidental 

when studying E. coli bacteria containing F-pili (Zinder 1980). Due to their simplicity, RNA 

phages have played an important role in the development of molecular biology. For example, 

the MS2 phage is the first organism to have the entire genome sequenced (Fiers et al. 1976). 

Phages R17 and f2 were the first characterized virions with an icosahedral structure 

(Vasquez et al. 1966). 

5.1.1. Taxonomy 

In 2019, the latest ICTV (International Committee on Taxonomy of Viruses) virus 

taxonomy system, based on the composition of the genome packaged in a virion was 

published. This classification system continues the tradition introduced by D. Baltimore. 

RNA viruses are included in the Riboviria realm, which currently includes 2 kingdoms, 3 

phyla, 2 subphyla, 21 classes, 28 orders, 8 suborders, 102 families, 43 subfamilies, 458 

genera, 68 subgenera and 2686 species (Fig.1). ssRNA bacteriophages are assigned to the 

Leviviridae (from Latin: levis - light; virus - poison, toxic) family, which is further split into 

two coliphage genera - Levivirus and Allolevivirus. The Levivirus genus includes MS2, BZ13 

and GA-like bacteriophages, while Allolevivirus includes Qβ, FI and SP-like bacteriophages 

(https://talk.ictvonline.org/taxonomy/). 

 

Fig.1. Leviviridae branch of Riboviria realm. 
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Genome organization, high similarity between RNA polymerases, identical use of host 

factors in replication, and similar mechanisms in translation regulation were the basis for 

combining the known ssRNA bacteriophages into the Leviviridae family (see (Bollback and 

Huelsenbeck 2001) for a review). 

By the end of 2020, the GenBank contained the complete sequences of only 12 ssRNA 

bacteriophages, including MS2, GA, Qβ, AP205 and FI, and incomplete sequences of many 

other bacteriophages (Krishnamurthy et al. 2016). 

Immunological characterization or serogrouping is considered to be important for 

virus classification. In the 1960s, when trying to find immunological differences for several 

RNA phages - f2, f4, fr, etc., it was found that they were all serologically related (Scott 1965 

). At the same time, another group of scientists found that the phage Qβ found in Japan was 

not serologically cross-reactive with MS2 (Overby et al. 1966). Based on these findings, 

three serological groups were introduced - I, II and III (Sakurai T. 1967). There is weak 

cross-reactivity between groups I and II, while group III phages do not display cross-

reactivity with both groups mentioned above. Shortly afterwards, group IV and putative 

group V were introduced with the discovery of new phages. Levivirus members currently 

include serogroups I and II, and Allolevivirus members include serogroups III and IV, 

respectively. The following reference strains have been identified for serogroups: I - MS2, 

II - GA, III - Qβ and IV - SP phages (Miyake et al. 1971). 

In correlation with serological groups ssRNA bacteriophages are also grouped by their 

affinity to nitrocellulose membranes (filtration method), replicase template specificity, 

hybrid particle formation, physicochemical parameters, genogrouping and metaviromics 

(see Chapter 2 of (Pumpens 2020) for a review). 

A special role in the development of genogrouping was played by the complete 

genome sequencing of phage MS2 (Fiers et al. 1976; Inokuchi et al. 1988; Adhin et al. 1989; 

Groeneveld et al. 1996). Subsequently, complete genomic sequences were obtained for 

coliphages Qβ, GA, JP34, KU1 and SP, as well as for non-coliophage PP7 (Olsthoorn et al. 

1995) and multi-host phage PRR1 (Ruokoranta et al. 2006). Significantly more differences 

in genome organization were observed in Acinetobacter phage AP205 (Klovins et al. 2002), 

and Caulobacter phage Cb5 (Kazaks et al. 2011).  

The characterization of known viruses so far has been possible because their host 

bacteria were known and could be cultured. On the other hand, the characterization of new 

viruses has been hindered by the fact that many host microorganisms do not grow under 

laboratory conditions, therefore it is very difficult to obtain and cultivate the corresponding 

live viruses. Often, among distantly related phages there is limited serological cross-

reactivity of proteins or absent nucleic acid hybridization reactions (Delwart 2007). In 

general, the world of bacteriophages is recognized as a “dark matter” in the world of biology. 

It is estimated that the global very dynamical phage population contains about 1031 particles 

(Clokie et al. 2011; Pumpens 2020) - for comparison only about 1019 grains of sand are 

believed to exist on Earth. The long existence and variability of phages has created a 

population with fantastic genetic diversity (Hatfull 2015). The amount of phage particles can 

reach up to 1010 per liter of seawater and 109 per gram of soil (Delwart 2007). The diversity 

of different bacteriophages is reflected by their significant impact on global biological, 

geological and chemical processes and depend on the number and diversity of host bacteria 

(Hatfull 2015; Breitbart et al. 2002). 

Several molecular methods have been developed to genetically characterize emerging 

viruses without prior replication in vitro or the use of virus-specific reagents. A major 
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breakthrough in phage research was the development of a metagenomic sequencing 

approach. Breitbart with colleges (Breitbart et al. 2002) in their study found that in seawater 

samples, bacteriophage sequences can make up 75-90% of all viral sequences. At the 

beginning of this century, a group of scientists concluded that most genomes of marine 

microflora phages are found in the form of DNA (Weinbauer 2004; Culley et al. 2006). Even 

in more recent massive sequencing experiments, very few RNA phages were found (Zhang 

and Fang 2006; Carding et al. 2017). Nevertheless, the search for new RNA bacteriophages 

continued. In 2015, a study was published on the first genomes of marine RNA phages - EC 

and MB, which were found using a new sequencing method (Greninger and DeRisi 2015). 

Krishnamurthy and his colleagues performed the first massive sequence analysis 

experiment. In this study, 122 new RNA bacteriophage phylotype sequences were identified 

that differ significantly from the RNA phages described and studied previously (Fig.2) 

(Krishnamurthy et al. 2016). Sequences were obtained from samples collected in various 

ecological niches around the world, demonstrating that ssRNA phages are far more 

widespread than previously recognized. Sequence analysis of new RNA bacteriophages 

indicated new previously unseen architectures of genomes. For example, the 5 kb genomes 

of the two newly discovered ssRNA phages (AVE000, AVE001) were much longer than all 

previously sequenced Leviviridae viral genomes, ranging in size from 3.73 to 4.27 kb. The 

transcriptome of one RNA phage Streptomyces bacteriophage ϕ0 was obtained from a pure 

culture of Streptomices avermitilis, which reveals a possible trophism of ssRNA phages to 

Gram-positive bacteria (Krishnamurthy et al. 2016). Very recently, another metagenome 

study identified more than 1000 near-complete genomes of ssRNA phages (Callanan et al. 

2020). 
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Fig.2. Phylogenetic analyses of novel RNA bacteriophage genomes discovered in 

metagenomic sequencing datasets (Krishnamurthy et al. 2016). 

5.1.2. ssRNA phage hosts 

Bacteria are infected by ssRNA phages via attachment to their fimbriae or pili. 

Escherichia coli infecting ssRNA phages use sex fimbriae or F-pili, to enter the host cell 

(Fig.3). The physiological function of F-pili is conjugation - binding of two bacteria to 

promote the exchange of genetic information. This process is achieved by shortening the F-

pili after binding. F plasmid enters the bacterium through a conjugation pore formed by 

proteins encoded in F plasmid. It is thought that ssRNA phages have adopted this plasmid 

transfer strategy to enter cells (Paranchych et al. 1970). After attachment, and subsequent 

shortening of the pili, the phage maturation protein is cleaved, and the genomic RNA enters 

the bacterium (Danziger and Paranchych 1970). ssRNA bacteriophages, which infects 
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Pseudomonas and Caulobacter, do not use sex pili but enter the host using polar or somatic 

pili (Bradley and Robertson 1968; Schmidt 1966).  

 

Fig.3. Electron micrograph of F-pili and ssRNA bacteriophage MS2 complexes (Author: 

Dr.biol. Velta Ose). 

Studies with radiolabeled phages allowed to quantitatively analyze the attachment of 

phage particles to the pili. It was found that up to 1000 virions can be attached to F-pili, and 

this reaction is reversible. Mono- and bivalent cations can promote the adsorption reaction. 

The effectiveness of the attachment is affected also by the structure of the pili (Paranchych 

and Frost 1988). 

The genus of bacteria and its pili types limit the range of possible hosts for each group 

of ssRNA phages, making these viruses highly specialized and host-specific (Bollback and 

Huelsenbeck 2001). However, certain species of ssRNA phages, such as the PRR1 phage, 

can infect bacteria from different genera, such as Escherichia coli, Pseudomonas 

aeruginosa, Salmonella typhimurium, and Vibrio cholerae. It uses a special pili whose genes 

are located in plasmids encoding antibiotic resistance, therefore phage is rather plasmid than 

host dependent. Other enterobacteria, such as Shigella, Proteus and Salmonella, may also be 

at risk for coliphage infections. This is possible if these bacteria obtain F-factor-containing 

plasmids from E. coli, the expression of which results in the formation of F-pili (Olsthoorn 

R. 2011). 

ssRNA bacteriophages were previously thought to infect only gram-negative bacteria. 

These belong to the previously mentioned genera: Escherichia, Pseudomonas, Caulobacter, 

Salmonella, Vibrio (Olsthoorn R. 2011), bacteria of the genus Acinetobacter can be infected 

with phage AP205 (Klovins et al. 2002). As mentioned before, after metagenome sequencing 

analysis, the ssRNA bacteriophage genome was detected also in pure culture of Gram-

positive bacteria (Krishnamurthy et al. 2016). This significantly expands the diversity of 

potential RNA phage hosts and allows for the possibility that ssRNA bacteriophage species 

specializing in infection of gram-positive bacteria also exist. ssRNA bacteriophages are 

widespread worldwide and are found in bacterial isolates from sewage and mammalian 

excrements (Bollback and Huelsenbeck 2001, Callanan et al. 2020). 

5.1.3. Genome organization of ssRNA bacteriophages  

The genome of ssRNA phages comprises a 3.3-4.3 kb long (+) strand ssRNA molecule. 

In general, in RNA bacteriophages of the genus Levivirus it is by about 600-700 nucleotides 

shorter than in members of the genus Allelovivirus (Callanan et al. 2018; Bollback and 

Huelsenbeck 2001). For currently known ssRNA bacteriophages, the RNA molecule 

encodes 4 genes (Fig.4): the maturation protein (known also as A or A2) gene, the CP gene, 

and the replicase (RP) gene. Maturation protein is responsible for attachment of virions to 

bacterial pili, while RP is the catalytic subunit of RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp). 

The fourth gene differs among ssRNA bacteriophage genera. The fourth gene from the 
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Levivirus genus encodes the lysis protein, responsible for destruction of cellular membrane. 

Genomes of Allolevivirus representatives do not possess a separate gene for lysis protein, 

but they encode the readthrough protein A1, which is a minor, C-terminally extended version 

of CP with largely unknown function, although it has been shown to be necessary for the 

infection process (Bollback and Huelsenbeck 2001). The readthrough protein sequence 

overlaps with the coding region of the CP and both have a common initiation codon. 

Extended minor structural protein A1 is formed by translation of the "weak" UGA stop 

codon. Tryptophan is inserted in place of the stop codon and translation continues to form a 

CP with an extended C-terminus. This is relatively rare event happening in only about 5% 

of cases. This type of translation of overlapping genes allows these proteins to be produced 

in the specified proportions (Bollback and Huelsenbeck 2001) and in the required amount - 

Allolevivirus bacteriophages contain about 12 molecules of extended CP (Weiner and Weber 

1971; Weiner and Weber 1973). This is essential for the formation of viable Qβ particles 

(Skamel et al. 2014).  

In the genomes of ssRNA bacteriophages, the genes are arranged in a certain order: 

first is a maturation protein gene, followed by a CP gene, and finally a RNA polymerase 

coding sequence. The location of the fourth gene in the genome depends on the species of 

RNA bacteriophage (Blaisdell et al. 1996). Generally, the lysis protein gene overlaps 

partially (Olsthoorn et al. 1995) or completely (Rumnieks and Tars 2012) with the CP and/or 

RP genes, albeit in a different reading frame, except in the phage AP205, in which lysis 

protein is encoded by a very short ORF at the very 5′ end of the genome (Klovins et al. 

2002).  

 

Fig.4. Genomes of ssRNA phages MS2, Qβ, AP205, Cb5, AVE000 and AVE002. Genes 

are shown as boxes. L. stands for lysis protein. In the incomplete sequences of phages 

AVE001 and AVE002, ORF1 and ORF3 of genes encoding two putative proteins are 

shown (Tars 2020). 

In Levivirus genome the lysis protein gene overlaps with CP and polymerase coding 

sequences. The synthesis of these proteins depends on the secondary structure of RNA, 
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which affects ribosome binding during translation (Bollback and Huelsenbeck 2001). At the 

final stage of the CP translation, the ribosomes normally detach from the RNA upon reaching 

the termination codon. However, in minority of cases after the synthesis of the CP, the 

ribosome slides backwards and initiates the translation of lysis protein. Lysis protein is 

synthesized in small amounts at the end of infectious cycle, which ensures gradual 

accumulation of the protein and provides sufficient time for new virions to be made prior 

cell lysis (Callanan et al. 2018). 

The genome of phages of the Allolevivirus genus does not code lysis protein, its 

function is performed by the bi-functional maturation protein (Olsthoorn 2011), albeit by a 

completely different mechanism.  

Some of the newly discovered ssRNA phage genomes appear to have additional ORFs 

with yet unknown function. For example, AVE001 genome contains an ORF before 

maturation protein gene, while AVE002 contains ORF in between coat and replicase genes 

(Fig 4, (Krishnamurthy et al. 2016)). In both cases the putative ORFs appear to be much too 

long to account for lysis protein. 

After recent discovery of numerous new ssRNA phage sequences it has become 

obvious that the classical levivirus-allolevivirus classification is outdated, since most of the 

new sequences do not seem to fit in any of these. However, by studying the organization of 

the ssRNA bacteriophage genomes, encoded proteins and capsid structures it may be 

possible to construct phage evolutionary pathways. Leviviridae members are not 

evolutionarily closely related to any other bacteriophages except for a very distant 

relationship to the only known dsRNA phages belonging to family Cystoviridae since it is 

believed that all RNA viruses share common ancestry (Hillman and Cai 2013). The most 

common gene or protein to look for relationship is the relatively conservative RNA-

dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp). Some eukaryotic viruses belonging to Narnaviridae- 

and Ourmia-like families carry somewhat related RdRp genes to those of Leviviviridae 

phages. Presumably in these cases RdRp genes have been “borrowed” from each other via 

horizontal gene transfer. Replicase is the only protein from the Leviviridae family that 

clearly presents relatives within other viruses, while other Leviviridae encoded proteins do 

not seem to have any relatives neither among other viruses nor other proteins in general (Tars 

2020). 

5.1.4. Coat proteins and capsid 

Capsids of ssRNA phages are composed of 178 CP molecules and one maturation 

protein molecule (Dent et al. 2013). In the CP structure, the N-terminal hairpin structure is 

followed by a 5-stranded β-sheet and two c-terminal helices (Fig.6. A). Due to the T = 3 

symmetry, the CP exists in three slightly different conformations - A, B and C. Two CP 

monomers form a very stable dimer. In dimeric form, two β-sheets are joined together to 

form a continuous 10-stranded β-sheet (Fig.6. B). Thus, the capsid is composed of 89 dimers 

of the CP. An asymmetric AB dimer is formed by two monomers in conformations A and 

B, and the symmetric CC dimer is formed by two monomers in conformation C (Valegard 

et al. 1990; Golmohammadi et al. 1996). In ssRNA phage particles, one CC dimer is replaced 

by a maturation protein (Dent et al. 2013; Koning et al. 2016; Dai et al. 2017). 
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Fig.5. Particle of ssRNA bacteriophage MS2 of Leviviridae family. A, B and C subunits 

are shown in different colours, A protein is shown in yellow. 

In CP monomer several flexible loops are connecting β-strands. The loop between the 

β-strands denoted F and G, known as FG-loop, makes important contacts required for virus 

assembly. In capsids of MS2-related phages the FG-loop is found in two apparently different 

conformations dependent on the contacts between subunits around 5-fold or 3-fold axes 

(Stonehouse et al. 1996). In some other phages the conformational differences among FG 

loops are less obvious (Tars et al. 2000; Plevka et al. 2009). 

In a recent cryo-EM study it was found that in bacteriophage Qβ a single copy of an 

isolated CP dimer is located inside the particle, near the A1 protein and bound to the genomic 

RNA. Therefore, Qβ virion actually contains 180 CP subunits, but one CP dimer is not a part 

of the protein shell (Cui et al. 2017). 

 

Fig.6. A - Schematic drawing of a B subunit of phage Qβ. The strands are denoted A–G 

(Golmohammadi et al. 1996). B – structure of CP dimers in phage MS2 (Tars 2020). 

Eight structures of ssRNA phages – MS2 (Valegard et al. 1990), fr (Liljas et al. 1994), 

Qβ (Golmohammadi et al. 1996), GA (Tars et al. 1997), PP7 (Tars et al. 2000), PRR1 

(Persson et al. 2008), Cb5 (Plevka et al. 2009) and AP205 (Shishovs et al. 2016) - have been 

determined by now. The obtained results revealed that the CP fold is very conserved despite 

high sequence variability. The only significant variation in CP structure so far has been 

observed in the Acinetobacter phage AP205, where a single β-strand has “travelled” from 

N- to C terminal part. As a consequence, in AP205 CP both termini are the most surface-

exposed parts of the assembled particle, which explains its increased tolerance to long N- 

and C-terminal fusions (Shishovs et al. 2016).  
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The structural stability of the capsid can be ensured in several ways. Non-covalent 

protein-protein interactions are the most common among ssRNA phages. The capsid stability 

of some phages is enhanced by covalent disulfide bonds that bind dimers around the 

icosahedral symmetry axes in five or six bundles. Capsids, containing disulfide bonds are 

very stable. Like in several plant viruses, capsids of some ssRNA phage are stabilized by 

metal ions, for example in Cb5 phage three protein dimers are held together by Ca2+ ions 

around quasi-3-fold axis. Capsid stabilization can also be enhanced by RNA packed in 

particles as seen in the already mentioned Cb5 phage (Plevka et al. 2009). 

5.1.5. Maturation protein 

Maturation protein is essential for the infectivity as it is involved in attachment to 

bacterial pili (Verbraeken and Fiers 1972). Even though in virion it replaces a single CP 

dimer, the structure of A protein is not in any way similar to CP. Structure of A protein is 

composed of two parts - helical, which interacts with RNA and β part facing the capsid 

exterior and interacting with the pilus receptor (Rumnieks and Tars 2017). Presence of A 

protein also impacts the conformation and placement of neighboring CP dimers contributing 

to slight asymmetry of icosahedral particle (Gorzelnik et al. 2016). In Allolevivirus phages 

like Qβ maturation protein A1 also triggers the cell lysis. It targets host MurA enzyme 

involved in bacterial peptidoglycan biosynthesis from the pathway of cell wall construction 

(Bernhardt et al. 2001). There are notable structural differences in structure of A proteins 

among Allolevivirus and Levivirus phages. While the helical parts are somewhat conserved 

among MS2 and Qβ, the β parts are very different. The observed differences in structure 

reflects the functional needs - while β part MS2 A protein must interact only with F pili, the 

β part of the A1 protein of Qβ also interacts with E.coli MurA protein.  

5.1.6. Replicase 

Genome replication and transcription of ssRNA bacteriophages are performed by an 

RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) called replicase. In ssRNA phages a fully 

functional RdRp is composed of four subunits. The catalytic subunit is encoded by phage 

genome, while translation elongation factors Ef-TU and Ef-TS and ribosomal protein S1 

comprise the rest of subunits, which are recruited from the host cell.  

5.1.7. Lysis protein 

ssRNA phages utilize at least three very different strategies to accomplish the cell lysis. 

As discussed above, Alloleviviruses make use of bi-functional A1 protein. In MS2, lysis 

protein forms pores in membrane, which are permeable to ions (Goessens et al. 1988), 

leading to disruption of the electrostatic potential across the cellular membrane and 

subsequent activation of autolysins. Lysis protein of phage M also is inserted in membrane, 

but it blocks flippase activity of MurJ protein, necessary for downstream synthesis of 

peptidoglycane (Chamakura and Young 2020). 

5.1.8. RNA 

The positive-sense genome of ssRNA phages can act as messenger RNA and can be 

directly translated into viral proteins by the host cell's ribosomes. Replicase is used during 

replication of the genome to synthesize a negative-sense antigenome which is further used 

as a template to create a new positive-sense viral genome. More than 70% of the genome is 
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involved in short- and long-distance base-pair interactions forming stem-loops, pseudoknots 

and other regions that essentially consist of dsRNA (Fig.7) (Skripkin et al. 1990). Therefore, 

although each particle contains a single strand of RNA, most of the genome is actually 

double-stranded. The genome has a well-defined 3D structure that is more or less identical 

in all virions. The genome structure was first visualized by cryo-EM in phage MS2 (Koning 

et al. 2016; Dai et al. 2017) and later RNA structures were reported also for phage Qβ 

(Gorzelnik et al. 2016; Cui et al. 2017).  

 

Fig.7. Schematic representations of 3′ untranslated regions from some phages based either 

on published data or RNA secondary structure predictions (Rumnieks and Tars 2012). 

In MS2, Qβ and other related phages a genomic RNA fragment forms about 20 

nucleotide long stem-loop structure known as translation repressor (TR) which is able to 

form complex with CP dimers. TR fragment locates around the replicase start codon 

(Valegard et al. 1994). The main role of this interaction seems to be the repression of the 

translation of the replicase gene in late stages of infection, when the presence of the replicase 

is no longer needed (Gralla et al. 1974). This interaction also provides a nucleation site for 

virion assembly and promotes the packaging of specific RNA inside the capsid. Similar 

interactions with the same biological purpose exist in some other ssRNA phages - PP7 (Chao 

et al. 2008), PRR1 (Persson et al. 2008) and Qβ (Fig.8) (Rumnieks and Tars 2014). 

Comparison of structures of all known complexes revealed similar interaction pattern for 

MS2, PRR1 and Qβ, but quite different for PP7. It is clear that the CP-TR interaction plays 

a rather minor role in the life cycle of phage, as TR-deficient mutants are viable (Peabody 

1997). Some other phages - AP205 and Cb5, do not seem to have this specific interaction at 

all (see (Tars 2020) for the review). 

 

Fig.8. Three-dimensional structure of the Qβ CP–operator complex. (a) Overall structure 

of the complex. The CP dimer is represented in light orange (monomer A) and light brown 

(monomer B), and the RNA is rainbow-colored blue (5′ end) to red (3′ end). (b) A close-up 

view of the RNA hairpin. (Rumnieks and Tars 2014) 
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Cryo-EM virion structure of the bacteriophage MS2 revealed many other specific 

RNA-CP interactions. The fragments of the viral RNA in contact with CP subunits are 

distributed across the whole genome, consistent with a large number of discrete and similar 

contacts within each particle (Fig.9). Many of these sites match previous predictions of the 

locations of multiple RNA stem-loop sequences with cognate CP affinity termed packaging 

signals. Usually CP-RNA interactions occur involving various stem-loop structures from the 

genome (Rolfsson et al. 2016). 

 

Fig.9. Asymmetric cryo-EM reconstruction of phage MS2. CP and AP are shown as 

semitransparent light gray and red surface models, respectively. High-resolution CP-

binding genome stem loops are shown as green sphere models. TR is shown in black and 

AP interacting stem-loop in blue. A lower-resolution genome model is shown as a coil 

(Tars 2020). 

5.1.9. Infection process of ssRNA bacteriophages 

ssRNA bacteriophage maturation protein recognizes and binds to host surface 

receptors. This is followed by the injection of genetic material, complexed with the 

maturation protein, into the cytoplasm of the bacterium, leaving the empty capsid outside 

the cell (Zinder 1965). Once the genomic RNA enters the cytoplasm of the host cell, it can 

act directly as mRNA for protein synthesis. The amounts of proteins to be translated are 

tightly regulated by a variety of mechanisms, including the accessibility of ribosome binding 

sites, the translational coupling of genes, the formation of RNA secondary structure 

elements, protein-RNA interactions and read-through of translation stop codons (see (Tars 

2020) for a review). 

5.1.10.  Studies of diversity of ssRNA bacteriophages 

Along with the development of next-generation sequencing methods and 

bioinformatics techniques, it has become possible to perform efficient and fast analyses of 

metagenomes that are independent of microorganism cultivation (Delwart 2007). A 

metagenome is a collection of genetic material in a complex environmental sample. The 

sequences obtained from the metagenomic analysis can be used to identify the organisms 

present in the respective environment. For example, soil, wastewater, sludge, intestinal 
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microbiome samples can be analyzed. Initially, metagenomic analyses were restricted to 

double-stranded DNA genomes. However, further developments have made it possible to 

analyze all types of genomes, including single-stranded DNA and RNA, which has 

significantly influenced the discovery of new hypothetical viruses, among them ssRNA 

bacteriophages. Viral metagenomic analyses have shown that less than 1% of existing viral 

diversity has been studied to date. Even more surprisingly, 60 to 99% of the viral sequences 

found in the metagenome analysis may not be homologous to the already known viral 

genomes (Mokili et al. 2012; Greninger and DeRisi 2015; Krishnamurthy et al. 2016; Shi et 

al. 2016). 

5.2.  Virus like particles 

Most proteins, including viral CPs, can be recombinantly produced in bacterial, yeast, 

insect and mammalian cell cultures. The produced CP subunits are able to self-assemble into 

so-called virus-like particles (VLPs), which structurally and morphologically resemble the 

structure of the respective viruses. The first expressed phage coat gene was from MS2 in 

1998 by Fiers` team (Remaut et al. 1982). VLPs of different origins are currently 

successfully produced in bacterial systems such as E.coli (Rodriguez-Limas et al. 2013), 

yeast (Freivalds et al. 2014) and insect cell systems (Roldao et al. 2010), as well as in in 

mammalian cells such as Chinese hamster ovary cells (CHO) or human embryonic kidney 

cells (HEK) (Rodriguez-Limas et al. 2013). In recent years, methods have been developed 

to ensure the production of VLPs in plant cells or in vitro - a “cell-free” system (see (Kushnir 

et al. 2012) for a review). Bacterial expression system is the most suitable for production of 

ssRNA phage CPs, because bacteria are their natural hosts. Regardless of the expression 

system, usually the produced CPs of ssRNA phages are soluble, in the correct conformation 

and assembly competent. 

Unlike viruses, VLPs cannot replicate because they do not contain the viral genome 

and other components necessary for infection. VLPs can be formed from multiple copies of 

a single CP or in case of more complex viruses from copies of several different structural 

proteins. For example, ssRNA phage, Hepatitis B core antigen HBcAg, human 

papillomavirus HPV VLPs consist of a single structural protein, while the VLPs of viruses 

of the Reoviridae family are more complex and built from two to four different CPs arranged 

in multiple layers (Fuenmayor et al. 2017). 

The association of CPs of ssRNA phages in regular structures occurs spontaneously. 

The process is provided using the information "encoded" in the viral CP - the protein folds 

in the most favorable conformation after synthesis. This means that the formation of VLP 

occurs without the involvement of other components of the virus or host (Peabody 2013, 

Mohsen et al. 2017). Capsids of enveloped viruses, such as human immunodeficiency HIV, 

HCV, influenza viruses, are encircled by the lipid bilayer (Roy and Noad 2009). The 

production of VLPs of enveloped viruses can be considerably more complex since the genes 

of several coat and envelope proteins must be co-expressed. Enveloped VLPs also require a 

more complex host cell system (Kushnir et al. 2012). 

5.2.1. Immunogenic properties of VLPs 

Highly structured VLPs elicit a significant immune response: immunization with 

VLPs produces active and long-lasting antibodies (see (Jennings and Bachmann 2008) for a 

review). The effects of VLPs on immune system are observed at the humoral and cellular 
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levels. They stimulate B-cell-driven immune responses and have a significant effect on T 

lymphocytes (Roy and Noad 2009). 

VLP diameters are similar to the dimensions of respective viruses and range from 20 

to 200 nanometers, a size that allows free entry into the lymphatic vessels and subcapsular 

region of lymph nodes. Subsequently VLPS are up taken by professional antigen presenting 

cells (Manolova et al. 2008). Over the time of evolution, the vertebrate immune system has 

adapted to recognize and respond appropriately to structured particles of viral or other 

pathogens consisting of repeats of subunits with specific antigens. Viral particle epitopes 

bind to specific immunoglobulins that are present on B-cell receptors on the surface of B-

lymphocytes, acting as a signal for B-cell activation and results in an immediate, T-cell 

independent immunoglobulin M (IgM) response. IgM is the largest antibody produced by 

the vertebrate and first appears in response to an antigen. Once VLPs enter the body, they 

are taken up by antigen-presenting cells by phagocytosis. VLPs are cleaved and displayed 

by both MHC-II and MHC-I complexes for CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, respectively. To induce 

a humoral immune response, B cells interact with the CD4+ T helper cell (Th), activating 

the formation of antibodies and memory cells. To induce cellular immune responses, 

immature CD8+ cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) proliferate and differentiate into effector 

and specific memory CTLs, leading to cytokine release (Fig.10) (Nooraei et al. 2021). VLPs 

with epitopes are recognized, associated with components of the complement system and 

multivalent antibodies, and degraded by phagocytosis. In addition to B-cell activation and 

IgM expression, VLPs cause a T-cell-dependent IgG response, the formation of embryonic 

(germinal) centers, and B-cell memory, which protects the body from recurrent infection. As 

mentioned before, due to their small size, VLPs are able to cross pores in the walls of 

lymphatics and enter the lymphatic system. Upon reaching the lymphoid organs, VLPs may 

interact directly with B cells and cause the formation of antibodies (see (Jennings and 

Bachmann 2008) for a review). VLP induces an even stronger T-cell response in the presence 

of an additional stimulus, such as an adjuvant. 

 

Fig.10. Adaptive immune activation induced by VLP-based vaccines. (Nooraei et al. 

2021). 

VLPs pack nucleic acids from the host cell and these usually are nearby mRNA 

molecules or other cellular RNAs, such as rRNA fragments. These molecules can stimulate 

the immune system using TLR7 (Hemmi et al. 2002) or TLR13 (Shi et al. 2011) receptors. 

Unspecific nucleic acids can be replaced by agents with desired functions. Loading VLPs 

with adjuvants can occur during in vivo expression by diffusion through the pores of the 
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particles, or in vitro after production of the CP by disrupting the VLPs and then allowing 

them to reassemble in the presence of adjuvant molecules. For vaccines the presence of 

adjuvants produces a more effective and stronger immune response. They activate antigen-

presenting cells, mainly dendritic cells. Dendritic cell activators include double-stranded 

RNA (Alexopoulou et al. 2001) and single-stranded RNA (Heil et al. 2004) and DNA 

fragments rich in CpG sequences (Storni et al. 2004). These substances refer to toll-like 

receptor ligands. Packaged dsRNA stimulates TLR3, while ssRNA stimulates TLR7/8/13 on 

the B-cell surface, enhancing the B-cell response to the antigen. CpG-containing DNA 

fragments act on TLR9 (Jennings and Bachmann 2008). Surface modification and packaging 

with functional substances creates VLPs as excellent tools for targeted bioimaging and drug 

delivery (see chapter 23 in (Pumpens 2020) for a review). ssRNA phage CPs and VLPs have 

also found a number of applications as molecular biology research tools, particularly in the 

identification of protein-RNA interactions (Dong et al. 2015; Frietze et al. 2016), the creation 

of peptide display libraries (Chackerian et al. 2011), and the real-time imaging of RNA 

molecules in living cells (Crossey et al. 2015). 

5.2.2. Applications of the ssRNA phage VLPs 

Vaccine design 

The best-known application of VLPs is their use in vaccine development. Some VLP 

vaccines are already commercially available, such as vaccines against human papillomavirus 

- Cervarix and Gardasil, against hepatitis B virus - Engerix-B and Recombivax (see (Mohsen 

et al. 2017)(Roldao et al. 2010) for a review) and hepatitis E virus - Hecolin (Huang, 2017). 

Several other VLP-based vaccines are currently in clinical trials or preclinical evaluation, 

such as against influenza virus, parvovirus, Norwalk virus, malaria, HIV. In total, more than 

30 different VLPs of human and animal viruses were established by 2010 (Roldao et al. 

2010), in 2013 this number exceeded 110 different types of VLPs (Zeltins 2013), and in 

2017 – 174 (Huang et al. 2017). 

VLPs are also used in the development of animal vaccines, such as vaccine against 

bluetongue, rotavirus, parvovirus (Jennings and Bachmann 2008), chicken anemia virus. The 

porcine circovirus-2 vaccine has been approved and commercially available since 2009 

(Kushnir et al. 2012). 

However, the use of VLPs in vaccine development is not restricted to induction of 

immune response against viruses of origin of the respective VLPs. Instead, VLPs can serve 

as tools for inducing strong immune response against immunological epitopes derived from 

other pathogens, undesired self-antigens or small molecules. These modified multimeric 

protein complexes - VLPs carrying foreign epitopes - are called chimeric VLPs. Over time, 

VLPs have proved to be very efficient molecular carriers for a variety of epitopes (see 

chapter 22 in (Pumpens 2020) for a review). VLPs are able to expose foreign epitopes in 

high density and provide them in certain conformation. The VLPs of ssRNA phages have 

excellent and well-established scaffold properties and structural tolerance to decoration by 

foreign immunogenic sequences. Today, many VLPs derived from ssRNA phages are used 

in vaccine design: AP205, fr, GA, MS2, PP7 and Qβ (Table 1). 
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Table 1. A list of various vaccines constructed on the ssRNA phage VLPs 

VLP Vaccine target 
Method of modification, 

position of insertion 
References 

Qβ Foot-and-mouth disease virus Genetical fusion in CP C-

terminus, stop codon 

suppression (A1 protein 

gene) 

(Skamel et al. 

2014) 

 Hepatitis B virus Genetical fusion in CP C-

terminus, stop codon 

suppression (A1 protein 

gene) 

(Vasiljeva et al. 

1998) 

 Human immunodeficiency virus 

(HIV) 

C-terminal 

 

(Purwar et al. 

2018) 

 Paroxysmal nocturnal 

hemoglobinuria 

C-terminal (Zhang et al. 

2017) 

 HIV Chemical coupling (Huber et al. 

2008) 

(Sommerfelt 

2009) 

(Mogus et al. 

2020) 

 Allergy Chemical coupling (Kundig et al. 

2006) 

 Allergy, asthma VLPs mixed with CpG (Casale et al. 

2015) 

 Alzheimer`s disease Chemical coupling (Chackerian et al. 

2006) 

(Li et al. 2010) 

(Vandenberghe et 

al. 2017) 

 Cancer Chemical coupling (Yin et al. 2016) 

 Type 2 diabetes mellitus Chemical coupling (Spohn et al. 

2017) 

 Hypertension, diabetic 

neuropathy, atherosclerosis, 

hyperlipidemia 

Chemical coupling (Tissot et al. 

2008) 

(Pan et al. 2019) 

(Wu et al. 2021) 

 Influenza virus Chemical coupling (Skibinski et al. 

2013) 

 Lyme disease Chemical coupling (Marcinkiewicz et 

al. 2020) 

 Lymphocytic choriomeningitis 

virus 

Chemical coupling (Mohsen et al. 

2017) 

 Malaria Chemical coupling (Phares et al. 

2017) 

(Atcheson et al. 

2020) 

 Parkinson`s disease Chemical coupling (Doucet et al. 

2017) 

 Tauopathy Chemical coupling (Maphis et al. 

2019) 

 Chikungunya virus Chemical coupling (Basu et al. 2020) 

 

fr Hamster Polyomavirus N-terminus (Voronkova et al. 

2002) 

MS2 Cancer AB loop (Bolli et al. 2018) 

(Rolih et al. 2020) 

 FMDV AB loop (Dong et al. 2016) 

(Wang et al. 2018) 

 HIV AB loop (Peabody et al. 2008) 
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 Human papillomavirus (HPV) N-terminus of single-

chain dimer and AB 

loop 

(Peabody et al. 2017) 

(Zhai et al. 2017) 

 Hypercholesteremia N-teminus of single-

chain dimer 

(Crossey, 2015) 

 Influenza AB loop of single-

chain dimer 

(Lagoutte et al. 2018) 

 Malaria AB loop of single-

chain dimer 

(Crossey et al. 2015) 

PP7 HIV AB loop of single-

chain dimer 

(Hunter et al. 2011) 

(Tyler et al. 2014) 

 Influenza N-terminus (Lu et al. 2018) 

 Pregnancy AB loop of single-

chain dimer 

(Caldeira et al. 2015) 

 Cancer AB loop of single-

chain dimer 

(Sun and Sun 2016) 

 

AP205 HIV C-terminus 

N-terminus 

(Tissot et al. 2010) 

 Cancer C-terminus 

N-terminus 

(Tissot et al. 2010) 

 Hypertension C-terminus 

N-terminus 

(Tissot et al. 2010) 

 Influenza C-terminus 

Chemical coupling 

(Kirsteina et al. 2020) 

 West Nile virus C-terminus (Cielens et al. 2014) 

 Asthma, allergy SpyTag-SpyCatcher (Thrane et al. 2016) 

(Soongrung et al. 2020) 

 Cancer SpyTag-SpyCatcher (Palladini et al. 2018) 

 Cardiovascular disease SpyTag-SpyCatcher (Thrane et al. 2016) 

 HIV SpyTag-SpyCatcher (Escolano et al. 2019) 

 Hypertension Chemical coupling (Hu et al. 2017) 

 Malaria SpyTag-SpyCatcher (Brune et al. 2016) 

 Tuberculosis SpyTag-SpyCatcher (Thrane et al. 2016) 

 WNV Chemical coupling (Spohn et al. 2010) 

 SARS-CoV-2 SpyTag-SpyCatcher (Dalvie et al. 2021) – 

preprint 

(Fougeroux et al. 2021) 

 

As can be seen in the summarized table, many vaccine candidates against diseases of 

various origins - viral, bacterial and parasitic infections, systemic diseases, autoimmune 

diseases, etc., are developed using VLP technology. The broad variety of vaccines indicates 

that VLP technology can be used in prevention, therapeutic vaccination and treatment. The 

three most widely used VLPs of ssRNA phages are also highlighted here - Qβ, MS2 and 

AP205. 

Although phage Qβ naturally forms an extended version of the C-terminus of the CP 

(A1 protein), in general these particles are not suitable for insertion of long foreign epitopes 

at the N-terminus of the CP or in the loops between the β-strands for robust genetic 

modification. The technology for developing candidates for the extended CP vaccines is 

based on stop codon suppression, but this does not achieve the required density of foreign 

epitope presentation. Qβ VLPs are best suited for chemical modifications. Although most of 

VLPs have suitable amino acid residues (mostly lysines) on the surface for chemical 

modification, by some not fully understood reason chemical coupling typically works much 

better with Qβ VLPs compared to VLPs of other ssRNA phages. 

Phage MS2 VLPs are widely used for genetic modification in both the C-terminus and 

the AB loop. Another interesting modification is frequently used - a single-chain dimer, 
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where two CP monomers are covalently linked in tandem (Crossey et al. 2015). This 

technology by twofold reduces the number of exposed antigens, resulting in fewer steric 

clashes which can expand the spectrum of proteins to be inserted. However, in general MS2 

VLPs are not suitable for exposure of large genetically fused epitopes even in the tandem 

dimer mode. 

VLPs derived from phage AP205 have found the widest application in vaccine design. 

The CP is tolerant of insertions at both the N- and C-termini because the two terminal ends 

are located on the outer surface of the particles (Shishovs et al. 2016). An interesting method 

of linking foreign epitopes to AP205 VLPs makes use of SpyTag/SpyCatcher technology 

(Brune et al. 2016, Thrane et al. 2016) which works very efficiently and now is widely used. 

AP205 VLPs are tolerant to chemical conjugation as well. It is possible to combine genetic 

fusion and chemical coupling techniques to expose several different foreign epitopes on the 

surface of one AP205 VLP (Kirsteina et al. 2020). 

Modification of VLPs 

VLPs can be modified both externally and internally using genetic fusion or chemical 

coupling techniques. Binding an antigen to VLP increases its immunogenicity. Modification 

of VLPs with epitopes that elicit an immune response or with target cell-specific protein 

“addresses” for drug delivery purposes expands their applications (Pushko et al. 2013). 

Chemical modification 

Chemical modification methods involve changes in the functional groups on the 

surface of the VLPs. Amino-, hydroxyl-, carboxyl- or sulfhydryl- groups of amino acid 

residues can be used. Cysteine, lysine, glutamic acid, aspartic acid and tyrosine side chains 

found on the surface of VLP can be used in the formation of covalent bonds with antigen 

molecules (see (Zeltins 2013) for a review). For example, amino group lysine reacts with N-

hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) esters to form a stable amide bond. Free cysteine residues 

readily react with maleimide moiety. By utilizing a linker with NHS ester at one end and a 

maleimide group at the other end, it is possible to couple an antigen with free cysteine on 

the surface of the VLP. Lysine and cysteine residues are most commonly used in the 

chemical modification of VLPs (Mohsen et al. 2017). 

The target antigen must be placed in high density on the surface of the particles in 

order for the VLPs to be as effective as possible in development of immune response. 

However, often after chemical modification, the density of the antigen on the surface of the 

particles is insufficient. It is possible that residues of reactive amino acids are hidden, making 

it difficult to bind antigen. However even in cases when three-dimensional structures of both 

VLP and antigen is known and presence of reactive groups apparent, for somewhat obscure 

reasons chemical coupling can still fail to produce appreciable amounts of conjugate. 

Reactive amino acids, such as lysines or cysteines, can be introduced or removed by altering 

the viral CP sequence to enhance antigen binding to VLPs (Smith et al. 2013; Peabody 2013). 

It should be noted that introduced amino acids may affect VLP assembly and stability 

(Peabody 2013). However, chemical modification of VLPs has several advantages. Prior to 

conjugation to VLP, the antigen is produced separately and folds independently, meaning 

that both VLPs and antigen will likely have the correct conformations. Unobstructed separate 

folding makes it possible to introduce long proteins (Frietze et al. 2016) which often fail to 

fold correctly as genetical fusions to CPs of respective VLPs. Also, by chemical coupling it 

is possible to attach virtually any antigen, while genetic fusion is restricted to use of protein 

or peptide antigens.  
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Genetic modification 

By genetic fusion the desired antigen coding sequence is added to the coding sequence 

of the viral CP. The resulting sequence is expressed and the antigen is synthesized together 

with VLP forming proteins (Smith, 2013). As a result, a large number of epitopes are located 

on the surface of the particles in a specific location and each VLP-forming CP molecule 

contains an antigen (Jennings and Bachmann 2008). With genetic modification techniques 

the size of antigens to be added to VLPs is limited (Frietze et al. 2016). If the antigen is 

significantly longer than the CP, it can affect the assembly of regular particles due to steric 

clashes (Smith, 2013). Genetical merging of two CP sequences into one chain can make the 

VLPs more stable, allowing for longer antigen introduction, as one foreign antigen will have 

to be exposed per two CP monomers (Frietze et al. 2016). 

Semi-genetic modification method is utilized in the SpyTag and SpyCather technique 

which is based on the attachment of antigens to the surface of VLPs with isopeptide bonds. 

Sequence of SpyCather protein is genetically linked to the coding sequence of CP of AP205. 

Exposed SpyCatcher moiety spontaneously forms a covalent bond with an antigen, 

containing SpyTag peptide sequence. This system is called nano-glue or bioglue (Brune et 

al. 2016, Thrane et al. 2016). 

Applications of ssRNA phage CPs and VLPs in imaging systems 

RNA-protein interactions in ssRNA phages can be used for the tracking mRNA in 

living cells. For this purpose, phage CP is modified by making it assembly-deficient and a 

fluorescent tag, such as green fluorescence protein is attached. The mRNA of interest can be 

modified by attachment of translational repressor stem-loop sequences of the respective 

phages. In this way, the mRNA of interest gets labelled and can be tracked in a living cell 

(Park et al. 2020). Such systems have been developed for MS2 (Bertrand et al. 1998) and 

PP7 (Larson et al. 2011).  

The use of imaging agents in combination with VLPs has contributed to the high-

resolution and non-invasive visualization of labelled particles, as well as for the potential 

treatment of diseases (see Chapter 23 in (Pumpens 2020) for a review). A very recent study 

showed that VLPs derived from bacteriophages Qβ and PP7 encapsulate small-ultrared 

fluorescent protein (smURFP) using a versatile capsid disassemble-reassemble approach. 

Encapsulated smURFP produces bright in vitro images following phagocytosis by 

macrophages. In vivo imaging allows evaluation of the distribution of particles at different 

time points. The promising results marks the potential application of these constructs as non-

invasive in vivo imaging agents (Herbert et al. 2020). 

 Targeted delivery 

The VLPs of small RNA phages can be used as a tool for the targeted delivery of 

various diagnostic or therapeutic agents (see Chapter 23 in (Pumpens 2020) for a review). 

The surface of VLPs can be modified to display an ”address”, able to recognize a particular 

cell type. This concept assumes that the therapeutic or diagnostic agent packaged in VLPs 

will label or kill only the specific target cells. For example, peptide able to recognize 

hepatocellular carcinoma cells can be conjugated to MS2 VLPs, loaded with vastly different 

types of cargo, including low molecular mass chemotherapeutic drugs, siRNAs, or toxins 

resulting in selective killing of target cells (Ashley et al. 2011). Some other examples of the 

addresses used for the targeting of VLPs include cancer cell-targeting proteins (ElSohly et 

al. 2017), glycans (Rhee et al. 2012), aptamers (Cohen and Bergkvist 2013), antibodies 

(ElSohly et al. 2015), proteins with tags comprising anionic amino acids or DNA and gold 
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nanoparticles (Aanei et al. 2018), cell penetrating peptides and apolipoprotein E peptide 

(Pang et al. 2019). 

VLPs also can package miRNAs, which are small, 20-24 nucleotide long, non-coding 

RNA molecules that bind to the 3'-untranslated regions of the corresponding mRNAs. 

miRNA binding blocks translation or induces mRNA degradation. This gene-regulating 

miRNA property is used in therapeutic strategies to regulate the translation of several target 

proteins, including in the regulation of tumor cells (Fu and Li 2016). 

Peptide display libraries 

Filamentous phage M13 is the most widely used tool for phage display and provides 

efficient means for epitope identification. However, a significant drawback of M13 display 

system is fact that the exposed peptides are not very immunogenic and phage particles cannot 

be directly used as vaccine candidates. For propriate B-cell activation high density epitope 

exposure is required. D. Peabody`s group has developed a novel peptide display platform 

based on VLPs of phage MS2, which are known to package the mRNA of CP, enabling easy 

sequence determination of selected particles. Thus, the method combines the high 

immunogenicity of MS2 VLPs with the affinity selection capabilities of other phage display 

systems (Chackerian et al. 2011).  
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6. METHODS 

6.1.1. Construction of expression plasmids 

The CP-encoding sequences from novel phages were ordered from General 

Biosystems and provided by the manufacturer cloned in pET24a (Novagen) as expression-

vector. 

Two expression vectors, pET24-M2ex3 and pET28-M2ex3, contain sequences from 

three distinct variants of influenza A M2e, and NcoI and BamHI sites for cloning were 

introduced via gene synthesis (General Biosystems). CP encoding sequences were PCR 

amplified from their respective expression plasmids using oligonucleotides that introduce 

NcoI and BamHI sites at both ends of the fragment. The PCR products were then cloned into 

NcoI/BamHI-digested pET24-M2ex3 and pET28-M2ex3 vectors to create expression 

plasmids for N- and C-terminal CP fusion proteins, respectively. 

6.1.2. CP production 

For small-scale expression and solubility analysis, E. coli BL21(DE3) cells were 

transformed with CP-encoding plasmids, individual colonies were inoculated in 5 ml of LB 

media supplemented with 30 μg/ml kanamycin and incubated at 37 °C overnight without 

shaking. The overnight cultures were transferred into 50 ml of 2xTY medium and the cells 

were grown at 37 °C or 15 °C with aeration until OD600 reached 0.6 to 0.8. IPTG was then 

added to a final concentration of 1 mM and the cultures were incubated for additional 4 h at 

37 °C or 20 h at 15 °C, after which aliquots were harvested by centrifugation for assessment 

of expression level and solubility by SDS-PAGE. 

Large-scale production for VLP purification purposes followed the same protocol 

using 2 l of 2xTY medium. To determine the solubility of the produced CPs, the aliquoted 

cells were suspended in lysis buffer (50 mM tris–HCl pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1% Triton 

X100, 1 mM PMSF) in a wet cell weight/buffer volume ratio of 1:4, lysed by sonication, 

centrifuged for 30 min at 13000 g and the supernatant and pellet analysed by SDS-PAGE. 

The same protocol was used for preparation of lysates for VLP purification. 

6.1.3. Production and solubility assessment of fusion proteins 

E. coli strain BL21(DE3) cells were transformed with plasmids encoding CP fusions, 

and individual colonies were inoculated in 10 ml of LB media supplemented with 30 μg/ml 

kanamycin and incubated overnight at 37 °C without agitation. The overnight cultures were 

transferred to 100 ml of 2xTY medium, and the cells were grown at 37 °C until an OD600 of 

0.6, at which point IPTG (isopropyl-b-D-thiogalactoside) was added to a final concentration 

of 1 mM, and the cells were further incubated for 16 h at 20 °C. Cells were harvested by 

centrifugation. A small aliquot of cells was suspended in lysis buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl pH 

8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1% Triton X-100) at a wet weight/volume ratio of 1:25; then, cells 

were sonicated for 1 min with 5 s on/off pulses (Ultrasonic Processor UP200S, Germany), 

and the lysate was clarified by centrifugation. The protein production level and soluble and 

insoluble proteins were analyzed by SDS-PAGE. For the subsequent VLP purification, the 

expression protocol was upscaled to 2 L. 
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6.1.4. VLP purification 

For small-scale purification, 1 ml of clarified bacterial lysate was loaded on a 12 ml, 

6.6 × 400 mm Sepharose 4 FF column (GE Healthcare) equilibrated with PBS. 

Chromatography was performed on an Acta Prime Plus system (GE Healthcare) with the 

flow rate set to 0.3 ml/min and fraction size to 1 ml. VLP-containing fractions were detected 

in SDS-PAGE and those of the highest purity were pooled and applied to a 0.7 ml, 6.6 × 50 

mm Fractogel DEAE (M) ion exchange column (GE Healthcare). The flow-through was 

collected and the column further washed with 2 ml of PBS. Column-bound proteins were 

eluted with a linear 10 column volume gradient of PBS containing 1 M NaCl using a flow 

rate of 1 ml/min and fraction size of 1 ml on an Akta Pure 25 system (GE Healthcare). The 

VLPs were usually found in most of the fractions while the contaminating proteins only in 

some. The fractions of the highest purity were pooled, dialyzed against 20 mM tris–HCl pH 

8.0, supplemented with glycerol to a final concentration of 50% and stored at − 20 °C for 

downstream experiments. The purification protocol was accordingly upscaled if a larger 

quantity of VLPs was required. 

6.1.5. Purification of chimeric VLPs 

Two grams of wet cells were disrupted by sonication, and the clarified cell lysate was 

precipitated overnight with 40% saturated ammonium sulphate. The precipitate was 

collected by centrifugation and dissolved in 2 ml of PBS supplemented with 0.2% Tween 

20, 0.5 M urea and 1 mM PMSF (phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride). The concentrated sample 

was loaded on a 30 ml Sepharose 4FF column (Omnifit 10 mm ID/ 330 mm) attached to an 

Akta PrimePlus chromatography system (GE Healthcare), and 2 ml fractions were collected 

in PBS with the flow rate set to 0.5 ml/min. Fractions were analyzed by 1% agarose gel 

electrophoresis and SDS-PAGE, and those containing VLPs were pooled and applied to a 5 

ml Fracto-DEAE ion exchange column (Omnifit 10 mm ID/ 100 mm) pre-equilibrated with 

PBS. Bound proteins were eluted with a 25 ml 0.15 – 1 M NaCl gradient in PBS with the 

flow rate set to 2 ml/min and collected in 2 ml fractions. The purest fractions were pooled, 

dialyzed against PBS and stored frozen at -20 °C for further downstream experiments. 

6.1.6. Electron microscopy 

For transmission electron microscopy, VLP samples after gel-filtration were adsorbed 

on carbon-Formvar-coated copper grids and negatively stained with a 1% aqueous solution 

of uranyl acetate. The grids were examined in a JEM-1230 electron microscope (JEOL Ltd., 

Tokyo, Japan) operated at 100 kV. Electron micrographs were recorded with iTEM software 

(version 3.2, Soft Imaging System GmbH) using a side-mounted Morada digital camera 

(Olympus-Soft Imaging System GmbH, Munster, Germany). 

6.1.7. Dynamic light scattering 

DLS measurements were performed using Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS and quartz 

cuvette ZEN2112, 173 Backscatter according to manufacturer’s instructions. 

6.1.8. Detection of disulfides in VLPs 

Aliquots of purified cysteine-containing VLPs in storage buffer (20 mM Tris–HCl pH 

8.0, 50% glycerol) were mixed with an equal volume of Laemmli buffer (0.125 M Tris–HCl 
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pH 6.8, 20% glycerol) with or without added 5% 2-mercaptoethanol. The samples were 

heated for 10 min at 95 °C and analyzed on a 15% polyacrylamide gel using a standard Tris–

glycine SDS electrophoresis system. 

6.1.9. Determination of VLP thermal stability 

VLP samples at a concentration of 1 mg/ml in 20 mM tris–HCl, pH 8.0 or PBS were 

heated for 15 min in a Veriti thermal cycler (Applied Biosystems) in a 5 °C-increment step 

gradient and then loaded on a 1% agarose gel. After electrophoresis in the TAE buffer, the 

RNA was visualized with ethidium bromide and protein with Coomassie blue. The thermal 

stability was defined as the highest temperature at which the VLP band was still visible. For 

detection of impact on stability by bivalent metal ions or disulfide bonds, capsids before the 

heating were treated with 20 mM EDTA or 10 mM DTT, respectively. 

6.1.10. ELISA 

Protein concentrations were determined with the Bradford protein assay kit (Pierce). 

One hundred microliters of chimeric VLPs or M2ex3 protein (10 mg/mL) were adsorbed on 

a 96-well ELISA microplate (Sarstedt, Germany) overnight at 4 °C. Plates were blocked 

with 1% BSA blocking buffer for 1 h at 37 °C. Mouse anti-influenza A M2 monoclonal 

antibody 14C2 (Invitrogen) diluted at 1:250 in blocking buffer was added in three-fold 

dilutions to triplicate wells and incubated for 1 h at 37 °C. The plates were washed three 

times in PBS/0.05% Tween 20 in between different steps. Horseradish peroxidase (HRP)- 

conjugated polyclonal rabbit anti-mouse IgG (Sigma–Aldrich, USA) was diluted 1:1000 in 

blocking buffer and incubated for 1 h. Finally, color reactions were developed for 20 min 

after addition of the o-phenylenediamine substrate. The HRP enzymatic reaction was 

terminated by the addition of 2.0 M H2SO4, and the optical density was measured at 492 nm 

using an ELISA plate reader (BDSL Immunoskan MS, Finland). Antigenic significance of 

differences in antibody titers relative to negative control, i.e. the baseline was determined by 

measuring the OD429 of the wells covered only with BSA. For evaluating the antigenicity, 

the results were calculated in Microsoft Excel (version 10.0). By connecting the 

measurement result points obtained for each sample, a linear function intersecting the 

baseline was graphically represented. The hypothetical cross point was calculated and 

defined as the end point for evaluating the antigenicity. 

 

Protein X-ray crystallography experiments were performed by Dr. Jānis Rūmnieks and 

therefore are not described in this section. 
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7. RESULTS 

7.1.  “Production and characterization of novel ssRNA bacteriophage virus-

like particles from metagenomic sequencing data” 

7.1.1. Production of the CP genes of novel ssRNA phages 

To test the expression of the novel hypothetical ssRNA phage CP genes, 110 published 

sequences were selected (Greninger and DeRisi 2015; Krishnamurthy et al. 2016, Shi et al. 

2016) covering different CP similarity groups and representing maximum diversity both in 

sequence and length. In some of the genomic sequences, there were two or three ORFs of 

similar lengths found in between the maturation and replicase genes, making it difficult to 

identify the CP ORF. Therefore, in these cases 2 or 3 sequences from a single phage were 

included in the study. 

All of the CP ORFs were expressed in Escherichia coli using a T7 promoter-driven 

system in standard conditions. Most of the CPs were produced in the expected high amounts 

and only in nine cases no expression was detected. A subsequent solubility analysis revealed 

that about 60% of the CPs are at least partially soluble while the rest were found in inclusion 

bodies. Since some of the metagenomic sequences were obtained from sites below ambient 

temperature 20 °C, the synthesis of all insoluble protein was tested at 15 °C. Indeed, the 

results were not disappointing, 85% of previously insoluble CPs were at least partially 

soluble at 15 °C and only six remained in inclusion bodies. 

7.1.2. Purification of proteins and characterization of VLP morphology 

In the following process, all soluble proteins were purified by the classical 

chromatography method for VLP purification - gel filtration by sepharose 4FF. A total of 80 

CPs were assembled in VLPs, as confirmed by electron microscopy. In the majority of cases, 

the VLP morphology resembled that of the previously characterized ssRNA phage VLPs 

with an apparent spherical shape 28 to 30 nm in diameter, corresponding to T = 3 icosahedral 

particles. The particles in some cases were slightly larger, possibly representing T = 4 

symmetry, but in these cases, particles appeared somewhat irregular or incomplete 

(AVE000, GA-492). In two cases smaller particles presumably harboring T = 1 symmetry 

(NF-391, NF-443) were observed, and in AVE007 - a mixture of T = 1 and T = 3 particles. 

Several AVE015-like VLPs (AVE015, AVE016 and GQ-112) revealed a mixture of 

spherical and elongated particles.  

7.1.3. Stabilizing disulfide bonds in the novel VLPs 

In addition to non-covalent protein-protein interactions, capsid stability can be 

mediated by protein-RNA interactions, metal ions and disulfide bonds. The disulfides 

markedly increase the particle stability and have been a fundamental factor in the application 

of Qβ and AP205 VLPs as the most successful ssRNA phage-derived carriers. 

In the previously studied Cys containing phages, disulfide bonds are formed between 

threefold and fivefold symmetry axes that results in covalently linked CP pentamers and 

hexamers in the capsid. Seventeen new VLPs containing at least two cysteine residues were 

selected for the assay and tested in non-reducing SDS-PAGE. Only EMS011, ESE001, 

Hubei10, GA-492 and GA-879 produced a pair of bands corresponding to the expected 
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pentameric and hexameric species. In the rest of cases, several lower molecular weight bands 

could be observed, indicating that all possible disulfide bridges have not been formed or are 

not able to form within VLPs. T = 1 particles of NF-443 VLPs involved only pentameric 

interactions, since hexameric contacts are absent in T=1 lattice. AVE018 VLPs apparently 

formed only a disulfide-linked CP dimer. 

7.1.4. VLP thermal stability 

Another important characteristic for VLPs is their thermal stability. It is necessary for 

high performance in downstream applications such as vaccine development, drug delivery, 

bioimaging, etc. To determine the thermal stability of the novel ssRNA phage VLPs, 

particles were subjected to increasing temperatures and their integrity visualized in native 

agarose gel electrophoresis. The thermal stability Tm was defined as the highest tested 

temperature at which the VLP band can no longer be observed. 

More than 75% of the tested VLPs disassembled between 50 °C and 70 °C, a few were 

extremely unstable and were destroyed even at 35 °C, while some others had an unusually 

high Tm up to 95 °C. None of the newly characterized VLPs with the top three melting 

temperatures (AVE016 - 95 °C, ESE007 - 90 °C, Beihai14 - 85 °C) had disulfide bonds 

between the subunits while the five VLPs with experimentally detected inter-subunit 

disulfides displayed rather average thermal stability (55-70 °C). These results significantly 

alter the previously established view that inter-subunit disulfide bonds are necessary for 

formation of thermally stable ssRNA phage VLPs. The results convincingly demonstrate 

that stable particles can also be achieved by only non-covalent interactions. 
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7.2.  “Three-dimensional structure of 22 uncultured ssRNA bacteriophages: 

Flexibility of the coat protein fold and variations in particle shapes” 

During our previous findings we had established a collection of more than 80 different 

VLPs, derived from hypothetic ssRNA CPs. Most of them can be obtained in sufficient 

quantity and purity for crystallographic studies. Laboratory co-workers performed 

crystallization trials of our entire ~80 VLP library and were able to obtain crystals for more 

than half of the VLPs. In 22 cases the obtained crystals diffracted to high resolution and the 

corresponding structures were solved by Dr. Jānis Rūmnieks. 

7.2.1. Capsid shape and size 

When comparing the length of the CPs with the size of the VLPs, no strong correlation 

was observed. However, the longest CP Beihai14 also produced the largest VLPs and 

shortest Wenzhou1 protein produced the smallest VLPs.  

Like the previously studied capsids of ssRNA phages, the majority of the novel VLPs 

had a morphologically spherical shape, and only the AC, AVE015, GQ-112, and Beihai14 

capsids had a pronounced polyhedral appearance. 

In the previous study we found several CPs which form VLPs of T = 1 symmetry. In 

nature, the existence of functional phage with such small particles is not possible, because 

there would be not enough room for 3-4 kb long viral genome. Formation of small VLPs can 

be assumed to be artifacts of the recombinant expression system. Possibly, in these cases 

formation of larger particles is mediated by nucleic acid or A protein. 

During previous examination of the particles by electron microscopy, several CPs were 

found to form two types of particles having spherical and elongated shapes. Crystals of 

AVE016 VLPs turned out to contain prolate particles 28.9 nm in width and 34.6 nm in 

length. Geometrically, these particles correspond to a prolate icosahedron of a T = 3, Q = 4 

architecture and consist of 210 CP monomers or 105 CP dimers. AVE016 particle is 

composed of 21 distinct CP monomers in eight major conformations with their structural 

differences almost entirely limited to the EF and FG loops. Compared to other phages, 

AVE016 has a rather long genome, therefore it is possible that the prolate shape is not a mere 

artefact but adaptation of phage to accommodate longer RNA. 

7.2.2. Intersubunit interactions 

During crystallographic studies, metal ions were observed in the AVE015, AVE019, 

Beihai19, Beihai32, ESE007, ESE021, and ESE058 VLPs. Therefore, capsids were tested 

for the impact of the metal ions to VLP stability by measuring their thermal denaturation in 

the presence of EDTA. With the exception of the AVE015 VLPs for which the results were 

somewhat obscure, the addition of chelating agent indeed reduced thermal stability by at 

least 5 °C. 

7.2.3. Potential carriers 

The widely represented MS2-like group (Beihai21, ESE007, ESE058, NT-214, and 

AVE019) revealed structures similar to the phages of this group previously studied, and it 

can be assumed that these VLPs would also possess similar capacity for genetical 

modification. 
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Two of the determined structures, PQ-465 and ESE001 were previously described as 

AP-205-like phages. PQ-465 had no significant differences in the structure of CP compared 

to AP205. The ESE001 CP is much shorter (118 aa) and its sequence could not be safely 

reconciled with other CPs. The three-dimensional structure of the ESE001 VLP also revealed 

a CP fold with AP205-like features, but the αB helix was completely absent. The solved 

structures point out the potential of these particles as carriers. 
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7.3.  “Novel ssRNA phage VLP platform for displaying foreign epitopes by 

genetic fusion” 

7.3.1. CP selection for genetic modification 

The ability of the CPs of the new ssRNA phages to form stable VLPs is not the only 

criterion for use in vaccine platform design. In order to introduce foreign epitope insertions 

into the CP, knowledge of the location of the N- and C-terminal ends in the particle would 

be highly desirable, but despite our previous structural studies in most cases such data were 

not available. We selected 43 perspective sequences from our available CP library for a 

systematic study of genetic fusions with a model peptide M2ex3 derived from three different 

A type influenza M2 extracellular domains. The particles selected for the study represent the 

11 previously described CP groups. Overall, in the study we included 17 members from the 

MS2-like supergroup, six AP205-like, five AVE015-like, three Cb5-like, three ESE020-like, 

two AC-like and Beihai32-like and a single CP from each of the following groups: AVE002, 

Beihai14, ESE001, ESE017 and ESO003. 

7.3.2. Ability of chimeric proteins to form VLPs 

The plasmid constructs with the M2ex3 peptide fused to either the N- or C-terminus 

of the CPs under investigation were created, and the chimeric CPs were expressed in E.coli 

using a standard T7 promoter-driven system. The production of chimeric proteins was 

heterogeneous compared to unmodified CP. Most chimeric CPs were produced in sufficient 

quantities. Subsequent analysis revealed that 61 of the chimeric CPs produced were at least 

partially soluble. All soluble proteins were purified by the classical chromatography method 

developed for VLP purification. Altogether, 16 of the soluble chimeric proteins were 

detected as assembled into VLPs. Of these, five CPs - ESE002, PQ-465, PQ-061, PQ-789 

and Shahe1 - were able to form VLPs with M2ex3 fused at either terminus; for another five 

CPs - Beihai14, Beihai28, Beihai32, GA-879 and NF-391 - the peptide could only be fused 

to the C-terminus. According to EM data in all cases the observed morphology of the 

chimeric VLPs closely resembled those of respective unmodified T = 3 particles with a 

characteristic spherical shape approximately 30 nm in diameter; the only exception is the 

NF-391-C protein, which was similar to the unmodified CP and assembled into smaller ~ 18 

nm T = 1 particles. After analysis of production data of chimeric VLPs, tested particles were 

sufficiently robust to yield at least moderate amounts of highly purified particles with one 

exception of Beihai28-C VLPs. 

7.3.3. Stability of chimeric VLPs 

The genetically inserted foreign sequence can have a negative effect on the stability of 

the particles. The stability of the chimeric VLPs was investigated by thermal denaturation 

measurements where purified chimeric VLPs were subjected to increasing temperatures. The 

measured thermal stability of all of the chimeric particles was in the range of 60 to 80 °C, 

only slightly lower than in cases of respective unmodified VLPs. 

7.3.4. Antigenicity of the chimeric particles 

For the appropriate immune response, the foreign antigen must be properly folded and 

freely exposed on the surface of the VLP. The location of the CP termini is of primary 
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importance in the context of chimeric fusion proteins. The antigenicity of the chimeric VLPs 

were tested in ELISA experiments using the commercially available monoclonal antibody 

14C2 that is specific against the type A influenza M2 protein. The results showed that the 

M2ex3 peptide is located on the exterior of all of the chimeric VLPs. 
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8. DISCUSSION 

The discovery and subsequent studies of ssRNA phages have provided an invaluable 

contribution to understanding the phage biology, and to the development of molecular 

biology in general. However, so far, search for new viable ssRNA phages has resulted in 

relatively few cultivated specimens. Only a few of the vast numbers that actually exist in 

nature have been discovered, isolated and studied. A significant obstacle in isolation of novel 

living ssRNA phages might be unavailability of culturable hosts. However, owing to modern 

sequencing capabilities, huge databases of metagenomic sequences are being created, which, 

almost like the Leeuwenhoek's microscope in the 17th century, have opened up a new world.  

Therefore, one possibility to study yet unavailable phages is to obtain their morphological 

twins - VLPs. The simplicity of the genome structure of ssRNA phages, as well as the 

universal presence of conservative replicase gene allows the desired CP sequences to be 

extracted from metagenome databases. 

Although the produced VLPs lack the natural components of actual phages – genomic 

RNA and maturation protein, these artificial structures still provide a valuable information 

about diversity of CP folds, particle shapes and RNA binding properties. Most importantly, 

the obtained CPs and VLPs can be further used as valuable tools in vaccine development, 

drug delivery, imaging, and other applications. 

In this study, more than 120 new ssRNA phage CPs were analyzed with the main aim 

of finding new candidates for the development of VLPs as carriers. In order to become a 

versatile carrier, candidate VLP must possess a number of essential properties: 

1. Stable and high expression of the CP gene in an easy scalable expression system - 

preferably E.coli. 

2. The CP should self-assemble into VLPs of well-defined size and shape. 

3. VLPs should be able to pack the nucleic acids inside particles. 

4. The VLPs must be stable, resistant to robust purification steps and long-term storage. 

5. VLPs should be tolerant to chemical and genetic modifications. 

VLPs particles from several non-coliphage CPs have been previously successfully 

produced in E. coli (Kazaks et al. 2011; Shishovs et al. 2016), as well as coliphage-derived 

VLPs have been produced in yeast (Freivalds et al. 2006; Freivalds et al. 2014) and other 

expression systems (Arevalo et al. 2016). In our case the synthesis of new putative phage 

CPs was performed using T7 promoter regulated pET plasmid in E.coli, as this system is 

well characterized, robust, tolerant for different temperatures and easy upscaled. The chosen 

strategy has justified itself, since almost all of the selected genes were expressed and CPs 

produced. However, the solubility of the synthesized CPs proved to be the first setback, as 

approximately 40% of the tested proteins were insoluble in the primary screening. Because 

the sources of metagenomic datasets vary enormously, from the intestinal contents of warm-

blooded animals to cold deep-sea microbial sediments, it is conceivable that, for at least 

some proteins, synthesis at 37 °C interferes with the correct conformation of the CP. This 

assumption seemed to be correct, because lowering the temperature for CP synthesis did 

indeed largely solve the solubility problems. 

In nature, in many simple viruses capsid formation occurs without an external energy 

source or special assistance from the host cell or dedicated scaffolding proteins. Under the 

right conditions, capsids may be spontaneously formed by CPs only due to the CP-CP and 

CP-nucleic acid interactions. However, as our study progressed, it was further established 

that the solubility of the CP does not necessarily lead to VLP formation. The formation or 
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stability of these particles may be affected by some external conditions, such as appropriate 

salt concentration or pH. It cannot be ruled out that in some cases the chosen gene was not a 

CP gene or contained sequencing errors, leading to assembly-deficient CPs. In the natural 

environment, the formation of infectious virions is a more complex process involving other 

mechanisms (Twarock et al. 2018). The expression system can affect the result as well as 

some unknown host-factor might be involved in the formation of the particles absent in 

E.coli. Also, in some cases presence of other phage components, such as genome or A 

protein might be required for particle formation. The absence of these components can in 

some cases affect the formation of artificial particles. Although each potential VLP might 

have some interesting characteristics that would make it worthwhile to improve the methods 

for obtaining them, they are not particularly suitable for biotechnological purposes due to 

the lack of a number of functional features that an excellent candidate for a vaccine carrier 

must have. 

VLPs, suitable for downstream biotechnological processing should be easily purified 

using the classic methods - precipitation with PEG or salts, gel filtration and ion exchange 

chromatography. In most cases purification of new VLPs was straightforward and was able 

to yield at least 90% pure preparation. Due to the positive charge of the particle surface, 

several VLPs did not adsorb on the anion exchange matrix but passed through. The purity 

of such particles was the highest. Purification by anion exchange chromatography can in 

some way characterize the particles. Owing to this method, one of obtained VLPs (AVE015) 

was discovered, where there were two types of particles in the population - empty and filled 

with nucleic acid, and they were easy to separate. Such empty particles could be of interest 

as carriers for some substances that do not compete with nucleic acids. Nucleic acids are 

usually packaged in artificial particles on a charge basis - negatively charged nucleic acids 

bind to positively charged amino acid residues that form the inner surface of the particles 

(Nooraei et al. 2021). The charge differences between the various VLPs could be judged 

from the primary screening on the native agarose gel, where in some cases particles migrated 

towards the anode. In previous studies with Qβ VLP I have observed a similar observation 

when particles with a point mutation in the CP were detected (unpublished data). These 

particles also migrated towards the anode. Positively charged particles could be promising 

biotechnological tools worth further investigation.  

VLPs still are considered promising candidates for vaccine technology. By the end of 

March this year, in the National Library of Medicine (PubMed) more than a hundred 

scientific publications on the use of VLPs in vaccine technology can be found. In 2020, there 

were more than 300 such publications. This year, several scientific articles have been 

published about use AP205 and Qβ VLPs for development anti-SARS-CoV-2 vaccines and 

diagnosis (Chan et al. 2021, Dalvie et al. 2021, Fougeroux et al. 2021). 

VLP-based vaccine technology has several advantages and good prospects for its 

widespread use against various infectious or systemic diseases, with only a limited number 

of suitable VLP platforms currently available. VLPs derived from ssRNA phages are the 

most applicable candidates for the presentation of foreign epitopes. In this study, 43 novel 

ssRNA bacteriophage CPs were characterized by their ability to form chimeric VLPs. The 

study was performed with a model peptide that had already proven to be a successful 

candidate for insertions in other VLPs. It should be noted that the obtained model will not 

be universal, because proteins or their parts of other origins can affect both the synthesis of 

the chimeric protein and the ability to assemble in regular structures. Also, it could happen 

that a particular antigen can be easily presented on the surface of one subset of VLPs, while 

other VLPs might be better suited for presentation of other antigens. In this scenario a set of 
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available different VLPs would be advantageous, allowing for individual tailoring of best 

VLPs for each antigen.  

As mentioned before, when comparing the CPs of the new putative phages with known 

ssRNA phages, most are similar to MS2. Also, the majority (17) of CPs selected for genetic 

insertions represented this MS2-like group. MS2 itself and its close relative fr VLPs were 

among the first particles to be used in the construction of chimeric VLPs (Mastico et al. 

1993) (Pushko et al. 1993). Unfortunately, these particles did not tolerate long foreign 

epitope insertions and their use was limited. In MS2 VLPs, insertions have been performed 

in the AB loop. Although the loop is flexible and located on the surface, it is tolerant only 

of inserts up to 10 amino acids. To improve the stability and capacity for foreign inserts of 

the MS2 VLP chimeric capsid, a single-chain covalent dimer has been constructed (Peabody 

1997; Peabody et al. 2008). In such a more stable structure, it became possible to modify the 

N-terminal end. In this model, epitopes can be inserted at both the loop and the end (Peabody 

et al. 2017). However, testing of new CPs from MS2-like group revealed that their 

performance as VLP carriers is insufficient. None of the CP of this group was able to form 

chimeric VLPs, although the production and solubility of the chimeric proteins were 

adequate. 

Qβ VLPs is the most widely used carrier in vaccine design. However, the biggest 

advantages of Qβ are apparent by use of chemical coupling. The phage Qβ is unique among 

the other ssRNA phages in that it naturally contains several copies of a C-terminally 

elongated CP A1 incorporated in the particle, and therefore the CP has a naturally evolved 

ability to tolerate C-terminal extensions (Vasiljeva et al. 1998). To create such chimeric-

mosaic particles the stop codon suppression approach is used. The main disadvantage of this 

method are resulting heterogeneous particles with irregular arrangement of foreign epitopes. 

Furthermore, efficient incorporation rate of long antigens is problematic. Therefore, our 

results strengthen the overall idea that MS2-like sequences have limited potential as carriers 

in vaccine development. Reasons of why MS2-like CP sequences are likely unsuitable for 

genetic modification in N- and C-termini can be seen in the structural analysis of unmodified 

VLPs from MS2-like group. Both termini of these particles only border the surface and are 

clustered together around symmetry axes, creating steric problems for long antigen exposure 

(Shishovs et al. 2016). 

Modification of the CPs of the Beihai32-like group indicates a distant similarity of this 

group to the AP205-like group. Both CPs chosen from this group were tolerant of insertion 

at the C-terminus with subsequent formation of chimeric particles. In addition, Beihai32 C-

terminal fusion displayed the highest antigenicity of all tested constructs. Comparing the 

antigenicity with the other chimeric particle of this group, Beihai28 showed the weakest 

reactivity with specific antibodies. Structural analysis of Beihai32 revealed that the C-

terminus of this phage extends far from the surface of the VLP, making any inserted antigen 

highly accessible, while the C-terminus of Beihai28 is 10 residues shorter, possibly affecting 

sufficient surface exposure of the introduced foreign antigen. Also, the chimeric Beihai28 

VLP is unstable, which could be due to model peptide interference with the integrity of the 

capsid. 

AP205 and AP205-like phage CPs and their VLPs stand out as the best candidates in 

the development of a platform as vaccine carriers. Since the introduction of the characterized 

phage AP205 VLPs, it has been evaluated as an excellent candidate for genetic modification 

at both the N- and C-termini. These particles also stand out due to their structural stability 

because they are stabilized by disulfide bonds. Such tolerance to genetic fusions had not 

been observed for any of the other known VLPs of ssRNA phages (Tissot et al. 2010, Thrane 
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et al. 2016). The tolerance of AP205 VLPs to genetic fusions can be easily explained from 

a structural point of view; both the C- and N-termini are located on the surface of the VLP 

and well separated in neighboring CP subunits (Shishovs et al. 2016). Five of the six 

modified AP205-like group phage CPs were able to form chimeric VLPs and all five were 

tolerant to both N- and C-terminal fusions. Although the outstanding properties of the AP205 

CP in this regard are well documented, this study confirms that such properties are a 

universal feature of almost the whole group. The AP205-like CPs used in the study have 

only 15-30% sequence identity with the AP205 CP and are less than 37% identical to each 

other. Therefore, it seems reasonable to assume that in addition to the five new CPs described 

in this study, there could be a significant amount of sufficiently distinct but as yet 

undiscovered CPs with equally good properties to develop chimeric VLPs. 

Five CP sequences were selected from the AVE015-like group for genetic 

modification. Only one of them, GA-879 CP with an insert at the C-terminus, formed 

chimeric VLPs. These results suggest that AVE015-like VLPs are not very promising 

candidates for vaccine design using terminal modification. However, the analysis of the 

crystal structure of the phage AVE015 of this group revealed one interesting feature: 

especially long loops between β-strands E and F and between the C-terminal α helices. The 

interhelix loop is particularly pronounced and forms a prominent surface-exposed β-hairpin. 

This feature could be used to introduce genetic insertions in surface exposed loops. 

In the first study, the Cb5-like CP group was revealed as the second largest; however, 

only four CP sequences were used in the modification study. The main reason why such a 

small number of candidates was selected from the large potential range of VLPs is that less 

than half of the previously tested Cb5-like CPs were able to form VLPs. Some of the native 

particles were unstable and technologically unpromising due to external impurities. Of the 

three Cb5-like proteins used in this study (Beihai9, EMS011, and Wenzhou2), none was able 

to form chimeric VLPs. Of the remaining CP similarity groups, none of the fusion CPs of 

the AVE002-, ESE020-, ESE017-, and ESO003-like groups were able to assemble into 

particles, which means that the CPs in these groups are generally not very promising for 

future development as epitope carriers either. 

One of the two tested AC-like CPs was able to form chimeric VLPs. NF-391 CP was 

tolerant only for C-terminal modifications. This case is special and worth highlighting, 

because both the unmodified CP and the chimeric ones assembled into the smallest possible 

T=1 symmetry particles. 

The Beihai14 CP is the only one of its kind and is unique among others due to its 

extraordinary length - 208 amino acids. On average, the CP lengths of ssRNA phages are 

about 130 amino acids. This phage also has an exceptionally high VLP thermal stability (95 

°C), despite the lack of stabilizing disulfide bonds. This CP is tolerant to C-terminal 

modifications with subsequent formation of chimeric particles. Chimeric particles also 

displayed extraordinary thermostability, which is an important property for potential vaccine 

candidates. The crystal structure was also solved for this phage, which later revealed the 

unique properties of this VLP. The fold of Beihai CP was by far the most extraordinary. For 

this phage, the classical CP structure has been reduced by one β-strand and only one C-

terminal α helix was present, while an additional 10-residue α helix was inserted in the FG 

loop. Apart from these peculiarities, several other atypical elements were observed, like very 

long unstructured N-terminal part, adopting different conformation in A, B and C subunits 

and harboring many positively charged residues – features, typical for some completely 

unrelated plant viruses. Undoubtedly, such structural properties can affect the stability of the 

capsid. 
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The results of the study indicated that most chimeric VLPs with M2ex3 peptide contain 

Cys residues, which can form inter-subunit disulfide bonds. For the AP205-like group, 

cysteine residues are a conservative feature and obviously have a significant effect on the 

overall stability of the particles, as evidenced by a decrease in thermal stability at a 

temperature of at least 20 °C in the presence of a reducing agent. Disulfide bonds are also 

present in two other groups of CPs: AC-like NF-391-C VLP and AVE015-like GA-879-C. 

Thermal stability data suggest that the stability of these particles is only slightly affected by 

the reducing agent. Apparently, for these particles, as well as for Beihai14, stability is 

provided by non-covalent subunit interactions. Therefore, while useful, disulfides do not 

appear to be sufficient or even necessary for formation a stable and robust carrier. 

The observed differences in antigenicity between different chimeric VLPs reflect the 

availability of the exposed M2ex3 peptide for antibodies. In the case of chimeric VLPs, 

antigenicity is expected to positively correlate with immunogenicity, because adequate 

stimulation of the immune system also requires effective exposure of foreign epitopes on the 

surface of the particle. 

Combining all results obtained by discovering numerous new VLPs, identification of 

previously unseen structures of CPs, genetic modifications to obtain chimeric VLPs that 

expand the range of carriers used in biotechnology, it can be argued that this massive study 

has made a significant contribution to field on VLP-based recombinants.  
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9. CONCLUSIONS 

1. Most sequences of the hypothetical ssRNA bacteriophage CPs obtained from 

metagenomic databases can be efficiently expressed in E. coli. 

2. The cultivation temperature of E.coli affects the solubility of CPs sourced from more 

extreme environments. 

3. Out of 110 trials, 80 CPs were able to assemble in VLPs, as confirmed by electron 

microscopy. 

4. Most of the new VLPs have apparent spherical shape 28 to 30 nm in diameter, 

corresponding to T = 3 icosahedral particles. 

5. Not all VLPs containing Cys residues were involved in classical pentameric and 

hexameric interactions. 

6. Inter-subunit disulfide bonds are neither sufficient nor necessary for formation of 

thermally stable ssRNA phage VLPs. 

7. The widely represented MS2-like group and AP205-like group revealed structures 

similar to the phages of this group previously studied. Particles from the AP205 

group has a good potential as foreign epitope carriers. 

8. Five CPs - ESE002, PQ-465, PQ-061, PQ-789 and Shahe1 - were able to form VLPs 

with M2ex3 fused at either terminus; five CPs - Beihai14, Beihai28, Beihai32, GA-

879 and NF-391 - the peptide could be fused to the C-terminus. 

9. All chimeric VLPs have required antigenicity. 

10. The solved crystal structures revealed several previously unseen features of ssRNA 

phages such as additional secondary structure elements and elongated particles. 
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10.  MAIN THESIS OF DEFENSE 

1. The CP genes of unknown ssRNA bacteriophages can be found in metagenomic 

sequence databases. 

2. It is possible to study properties and potential applications of putative ssRNA 

bacteriophages by obtaining VLPs formed from recombinant CPs. 

3. Some VLPs of putative ssRNA bacteriophage possess unseen secondary structure 

elements of CPs and particles of different shapes. 

4. VLPs of new ssRNA bacteriophages open up new and vast possibilities in vaccine 

design and biotechnology. 
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